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OF ICING IN THE ATMOSF%ERE*

By W, I’indeisen

Icin8, i.e., the accumulation of ice on parts of an
airplane, is caused by air containing drops of supercooled
water. On striking the front edges of an aircraft, these
supercooled droplets are stimulated to freezing and form
an ice deposit. The deposition of slushy snow is, strict-
ly speaking, not ice accretion, althoug”h it may become,
on occasion, fraught with meaning, since it particularly
restricts the pilotls vision when coating the windows of
his cabin.

Supercooled water exists in supercooled water clouds
and in supercooled rain ., In the majority of cases, icing )

1occurs in supercooled water clouds, very rarely in super- ,
cooled rain. Ice clouds, that is, clouds containing only
ice crystals, present no icin,~ hazard, The small parti-
cles do not stick to the surfaces of an airplane.

The weather-reporting service can meet its task of
forecasting the zones of icinp hazards, if it can ascer-
tain at any time the distribution of water clouds and ice
clouds above the zero-degree boundary.

In this respect, the most recent cloud research has
achieved significant results as will be briefly described
in the following**. Water clouds are the result of con-
densation of water vapor contained in the air at the con-
densation nuclei, which are very minute particles of hy~ro-
scopic substances of several hu.ndr’ed-th’ousandtns of a roil-
liineter diameter, normally fluid. Water clouds can form
—. ———-.—-.. ——

* “.<:eteorolo~;isc’n-pb.ysi;:aliscti.eje:in~tficiten der Vcrcisung
in der Atmosph’4re. ‘t Reprint of paper presented at meeting
of Lilienthal-Gesell scnaft fur Luftfahrtforscnung, October
12-15, 1938, Berlin.

**Published in detail in Meteorologische Zeitschrift, 1938,
PP. 121-133.
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at temperatures above. zero as well as, at ,mic.h lower tem-
peratures, certainly at any height range of present-day
aviation. However, the creation of water clouds at lower
temperatures becomes always more improbable; because the
forination of ice clouds is promoted. Ice clouds are
formed by sublimation of.wat~r vapor a“t the sublimation
nuclei, which, in contrast to the condensation nuclei,
are solid and insoluble in w“at.er.. Below a certain temper.
ature, usually at around -15° to -20°, ice clouds form
instead of water clouds, provided sublimation nuclei are
present: .. .

,“
The stratificationof ice and water clouds in the

formative stages of a cumulo-n”iinbus cloud is shown in fig-
ure 1. The small cumulus formed first consists of water
droplets only, hence presents a supercooled water cloud
in the range above the zero-degree boundary:. On further
growth the ascending air current reaches the critical
temperature (dashed line in fig. 1), where the sublimation
at the sublimation nuclei begins. I?rom then on only ice
cr’ystals are formed. The -supercooled water droplets car-
ried b.y the rising’ air current into the uppermost part of
the cloud, evaporate quickly in favor o’f the ice .crysials,
because the water vapor .absorption capacity of. ice crys-
tals at lolv.temperat.ures is considerably grea,ter than ‘
that of the water droplets; In the zone where supercooled
water droplets occur along with ice crystals especially,
the ice crystals growfast as a result, and increase by
freezing with sup&r.cooled water droplets. Thus freezing
sleet be&ins, which finally cannot be carried any longer
by the rising air current and, so, drcrps. On dropping
through the broad layer containing the supercooled water
droplets, the ice .tparticles grow stiil.1more, in’ the same
fashion, as the” leading ‘edges of. an airplane are coated
with an ice layer by such a supercooled. water cloud. So,’
hailstones are formed. Through the continuous descent of
ice crystals the’ supercooled water dr’oplet”s are gradually
eliminated. The supercooled water cloud disappears, but
the ice cloud pushes down ‘from above to take its” place.
“Soon the droppi’n”~”“i-ceparticles “cannot”‘gr”owagj’a”i-n‘a”s’fag%’”
as before. Remaining smaller, they melt on droppi,ng be-
10? the zero-degree boundary and, form r,a’i,ndrops,~With tile
progressive shrinkage of the wa’ter cloud, the rain, int6n-
‘sity gradually abates. From the course of the :preci’pi~a-
tion, the formative stages of the cumulo-nimbu’s can at””
any time be recognized, and hence the stratification of
ice and water cl”ouds and the pos”ition of ‘the zone of” ice
formation can be assessed.

,,
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Such inferences .can also be drawn for stratus clouds,
m, . as .illus.trat.e.di~ .fi,gure,2. _iI,onormal rain falls from

water.clouds, or at the, most ad-r”izzlifi& r“ai”n,‘wti”i’ch-,‘h”ow-
ever, does not fall on the ground unless the clouds are
low and the atinospheric humidity is higil. I?or that reason,
the strato-cumuli (right-hand side of:fig, 2) do not bring
rain . From the absence of rain it can be concluded, from
the ground, that the cloudiness pertains to pure water
clouds in whit-n,therefore, icing. must be present, because,
they lie above the. zero-degree “boundary, Ice clouds have
a much.greater precipitation. tendency than water clouds.
Still , even the alto-stratus .gives no precipitation, so
long as its lower edge.isvery~high and the falling ice
crystals vaporize as a result in a dry interlayer. But
through the continued falling of ice crystals, the air be-
low the alto-stratus becomes more and. more humid and tile
lower boundary of the ice cloud sinks (from right to left
in fig. 2). Ultimately the ice crystals reach the super-
cooled water clouds,where they quickly form frozen sleet,
as in the previous example (fig. 1), fall rapidly, and
finally tl~”rnto rainirops. The start of a moderate or
very heavy rain on the ~;round is typical of the cloud
stratification shown in figure 2. At the same time, it
indicates the dissolution of the supercooled water clouds.

After that, the rain stops again temporarily or else
slackens at any rate. The ice-crystal cloud continues to
sink on account of the falling motion of the crystals and
finally reaches tile zero-degree ‘~oundary. Then tile alto-
stratus becoines a nimbo-stratus; fund.a:flentallyboth types
of clouis are identical. Near tile zero boundary tile ice
crystals co;,ibineinto bigger snowflakes . whicil during
furtiler fall melt into raiudrops and result in a light
to moderate rain. Under wintry atmospheric conditions,
i.e.,, low zero-degree bounitary, :the.snow flakes do not
inelt, hence there is snow on the ground. Tho .lowe.r level
of the nimbo-st.ratus, the true rain cloud, lies fundamen-
tally near to the zero-degree,boun.dary , for there all
small ice .orystals ,must rnelio Below the nimbo-stratus,
new water clouds are almost always formed on the strength
of convection movements. in the air, which, by the high
humidity ullderneatbl the rain cloud, leads very easily to
cloud formation again. These lower tattered clouds (frac-
to-stratus. or .fracto-cu::iulus) themselves produce no pre-
.cipitatio”n, but %ecome suggestive o,f the intensity of the
rain. if, .on occasion, they extend beyond the zero degree
boundary., ‘Then the ice crystals dropping through these
clouds become much larger, The rain on the ground then
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becomes heavier for a while, and therewith indicates the
formation of supercooled water clouds and the existence
of a fresh icing hazard in the layer a little above the
zero degree boundary.

At the nppe~ ,l:e,ve,lof the ice crystal cloud water
clouds (alto-cumuli)- are formed “very regularly, because
there the air is poor in sublimation nuclei, and newly
starting vertical rflo.verflentscan produce on.,lyrain clouds.
On account of ,t~is there is practically always a danger

.,..afi.ci,ngin the uppermost laye’r of the rain cloud. Al-
though the al”to-cu~:u,lus layer is usually of from about
200-.to 300-me,ter,s tjlickmess., it still “may occasionally
extend for 1,.000 meters or morqj” Such is the case in con-.,.
si.der,ablyaged rain. clouds whose upper level is low and
give only ..li.ttl.erainany more.

From these two illustrative examples (figs. 1 and 2),
it is apparent”” th”at dependable precipitation records of
themselves give a, very s.atisfac.tory indication of the ice-
and rain-cloud layers. Observation Of the clouds them-
selves also.,offers ,a.substantial aid., Ice ,and rain clouds
disclose cha~a.cter.istic differences in their appearance.
t?itn some experience in ground observation, or better yet,
frqm an airplane, ,it cau be reliably ascertained whether
.a cloud contains .ice.,cr.ystals or, water or both, i.e. ,
(knowledge ..oflevel of zero degree ‘boundary presutied).
whether a cloud ,presents an icin,~,.llaz”ardor n,ot.

Tile well-known :old and su-os.equently improved method
of classifying the clouds accordinj to form and height af-
fords no safe p,ossi,bility of distinction between ice and
water clouds. When new viewpoints are applied to the
known classification,. the.following should be fundamental-
ly classed as ice clouds: cirrus, ciro-stratus, al,t,o-
stratus, nimbo-stratus; further,. ,as“ice-and-water ,cloud;
cumuilo-nimbus (fi~.. 1.).and alto-cumulus with cirrus stripes
.(cirro-filu;~j. In very cold weather, winterly str.zito-
cumuli or...curguli“ins.yoccasionally consist, .who,}.lyof ice
crystals. But. ~enerally all.other clouds are water clouds
throughout;- of course, Ice ,pa’rti.cles,,frotiseine other
source iflay,on :o.ccasion~’:drop through these clouds..

The ice clouds co,ntain fewer but larger particles
than the water clouds, Hence, they are optically thinner
and appear som~timos merely like heavy mist. Their ’borders
are hazy because tile large particles drop. rapidly and
evaporate more sZowl.y outsid’e of, the ciouds than the much
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smaller water drops. But the water clouds are sharply
e .o-utlined. At times the ice clouds arer.ecogniza~le on

optical phenomena; from an airplane on the well-known par-
‘helion created by reflection on the ice crystais.

Figures .3 to 8 portray the typical differences in the
appearance of ice and water clouds. l?igure B shows the
upper level of a stratus cloud, figure “4, that of an ice
cloud (nimbo-stratus) from above, topped by loose water
clouds (alto-cumuli) as in figure 2. The ice cloud is
visible through the parhelion for:med in a rift between the
upper water clouds. Figure 5 shows an ice cloud (nimbo-
stratus) from below, with cloud tatters (fracto-cumuli)
containing water only (as in fig. 2) appearing beneath it
as a gray veil.

The cumuli and alto-cum.li of.figure 6 contain nothing
but water. Figure 7 shows next to water clouds (cumuli,
left, back) a cumulo-nimbus, in the advance stages of
cilange into an ice cloud (as in fig. 1). A smaller wintex
cumulo-nirnbus consisting almost exclusively of ice parti-
cles is shown in figure 8, and a cumulus containing water
only, to the left of it.

To estimate whether icing iS imminent or not in a
cloud illakes,of course, the knowledge of the temperature
imperative, aside from the deter::lination of’ the particle
type. As far as the pilot is concerned, the height of the
zero-degree boundary is sufficient. And this can be given
fairly accurately~ the basis of the daily measureinents in
Gerifianya But in the forecast of the zero-degree bouhdary
from the ground, it is absolutely essential to bear in
mind that every airplane speed has its own zero-degree
level. On account of the iinpact and friction phenomena of
the air.on the airplane, the teizpcrature of the airplane
is always ‘nigher than tile air temperature, and so much
more as the airplane speed is hi~~her; even the density of
the clouds flown through plays its part, Owing to these
temperature rises, the zero-degree level decisive “for the
icing of an airplane is always hig-ner than the meteorolog-
ical zero-degree level.

. In cloud-flying .between l,OG()-and 2,000-meters height,
the following figures are appiicablc:

Flying speed 200 250 3Q0 350 400 km/h

Elevation of 0° boundary 170 270 390, 530 700 m

1, , II , ,, ,, (,-, 1= . . ..-.,.-..-,.1..1 II I I . ,., ,.-l-.!!...— —.-.—. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-—
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The corivention.altYpes of airplanes ,today therefore
reach OQ temperature. and. hence the begin nin.z,of ice forina-
tion at heights l?lliOtiare at least 2Q.0:ineters alove the
,ileteorological 0°> . iiigh-spee,daircraft is especially fa–

vored. For instance, it happens tilat a slow airplane can-
not cross tke German s~condary, :,]osintainchaiz~without icing
ilazard, w-bile a fast ~irpla~e zt l,2Q0 to 1;300 meters is

This is imnortant alsoat the same time without daager.
for the appraisal of.tile lower Jiillit.of the icing hazara.
During flight; tne pilotmill keep a close match on his
thermo.fleter while riotirqgtliat“it does not. indicate the
meteorological but rather tune increased temperature.

~ Since tile te.;lperature rise ill fli~ilt throuRh a cloudis

1

about 40percent lower ti-l~noutside of itti he must, before
flyin~ into dangerous ice C~OIJdS, seek an .altitu’de where

,tile tiieri.loi~leter,depending on flYin.~ speed, reads at least
10.5° to 2° above zero.

.The establisllin~ of i~in~~ zones on tile basis Of the
available station reports tirido~lthe basis of the weather
ma-p must rely; above all, on the -precipitation and cloud
observations of t.h~ incl.ivitdualstations. Just as precipi-
tation and c101I3s in different places are usually differ-
ent , so also the icing zones cilange. Uniform location and
rar.ge ,of icinq zones, over” extier.ded.regions are rare. ;iore-
over , the ic~.n~ ‘zones ’are not tied in simple ,fashion to
fronts or air ,nasses. Quite often tile icing hazard in ex-
tended precipitation zones i$ e~actlY t~le lome~to Of
,course, supercooled rain .occ.urs occasionally in precipita-
tion zones by weli defined temperature stratification.
3ut the icing

!?
hazard in supercooled rain is not V,ery greatjj .

so lon~ as tne flight tllrou.ghit is cot protracted. The
amount of water c,,ontai.ncd in air in sup”ereooled rain is
substan:tial”l$rless tilcanin tile su-pcrcooled clouds. Even
the extent in kci,~ht of the ici.ilgiiaZard is ‘Qsually quite
restricted in supercooled rain a.~~~can be rea’di~Y Predicted.

According; to the f’ore~zoing, the icing hazard can, in
most cases,. be avoided ‘Oy correct execution of the. fli,ghts
according, to meteorological viewpoints ai~,d“by meteorologic-
ally correct navigation (horizontal and,. above all, ver-
tical). Tne zones of icing hazarcl are usually narrowly
,confined. Their, location can be ascertained with, in most
cases, sufficient ac:curacy, before take-off.

The cloud research will,be able to deepen and improve

. .. ..... . . .—-...—.. --, . , ,—. . -— ...--.. ,--,,, -,. , ,. ,, ,,,, ,,,.., , .— ,,—, ,. ..,, , , ,
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our previous knowledge of tile characteri stics.iand tho ex-
istence of supercooled water clouds, and so become an ad-

.
tiitional aid in icing forecasts.

Translation by J, Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 1.- Distributionof ice and water clouds in swellingcloud
formation(fornativestages of cumulonimbus)
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Figure 2,- Ice-and-water-cloudsin stratifiedclouds(formatiye
stages of nimbostratus)
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lfigure3.- Upper level of a stratified
water cloud(stratus)

Figure 5.- Lower edge of a stratified
ice cloud with water clouds

beneath(nimbo-stratuswith fracto-cu-
mulus.

Yigure 7.. CumulOuacloud containing
both water-and-ice-~rti-

cles(oumulo-nimbus)

I

Jlgure 4.-Upper level ofa stratified
ice cloud, teppedby loose

water clouds(alto-stratuswith alto-’
cumulus)

Pigure 6.- Cumulouewater cloud9(cumu-
lue, alto-cumulus)

(hsmuhus%ce cloud(wintry
oumulo-nimbw)
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